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Blue Skies, H&I
A Commitment in the
Trenches of NA Service

Chronic Relapser? Lies
I had a hard time raising my
hand and honestly sharing the pain
behind my using, because I was still
ashamed. Worse, I was starting to
believe my ability to stay clean was
hopeless. I was becoming sucked in
a vortex of self-pity and the negativity that I felt was sapping my spirit
like quick sand. I was falling into
the trap of doubting that I could
stop using and stay clean. I continued to replay a conversation in
my head that I overheard about
so and so being a “chronic relapser”.
I had experience from listening in meetings that failures are only
temporary setbacks rather than links

We Tell Ourselves

in an unbreakable chain. I got the
hope I needed to free myself from
the lie that “a chronic relapser can’t
recover. But what can I do differently?
I realized that when my ego
told me to hide out by not sharing in
a meeting, it was a form of isolating
that kept me inside my own head
and obsession to use. “If we don’t

tell someone we are hurting,
they will seldom see it. When
we reach out for help, we can
receive it.” I needed to take another look at what I needed to do
(continued on page 3)
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My name is Robert B. and
I'm an addict. I came to NA through
a suggestion I got from my outpatient program. I felt welcome when I
attended that NA meeting, and I
found the atmosphere of recovery
attractive. Although I didn't come to
NA from an institution or facility, I
heard members sharing from the
floor that they first heard the message of NA in a detox or in jail, and I
wanted to be a part of that service,
so when I got six months clean, my
first commitment was Hospitals and
Institutions (H&I).
When I did my first H&I
presentation I didn't know what to
expect but it was easy for me to step
up and adapt to what was expected.
I've been doing H&I for two years
now. The two facilities I have, Flushing Hospital and Cornerstone Detox
(continued on page 2)
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Blue Skies, H&I
A Commitment in the Trenches of NA Service
(

Continued from page one)

and I'm currently waiting for my
Riker's Island ID so I can start bringing the message into the jails. I'm a
firm believer that detox is the frontlines of NA service because, unlike
the more visible commitments
where there’s applause and recognition when they see you- there's a
different vibe . At an H&I detox
meeting, may be only one person
there in the waiting room or twenty .They may react, and not in a
good way, if the tv is turned off.
Some may be overmedicated, angry or defiant but there are always
a few who know of NA and are happy to see there are members who
took their time to share a message
of hope about never having to use
again. There are more glamorous
commitments like the grand
poobah of speaker jams for world
service, but H&I has no prestige attached to it and its visibility is limited.
It's been my experience that
an H&I detox commitment and getting speakers can be more challenging than for speaker meetings.
It’s not for everyone and it can be
very ego deflating if you’re not spiritually grounded in our primary purpose . It truly follows the definition of
the selfless service mentioned in
Step 12 when it talks about keeping
what we have by sharing this new
gift of life with the still-suffering addict. My job is to carry the message
not to force anyone to internalize it.
And because it reminds us that we
can only make ourselves as available to share recovery with those
who seek it, fulfilling that commit-

ment means that if there is an addict who is suffering but unwilling to
ask for help, recovering addicts
from NA will be there so when they
ask, a simple, honest message of
recovery will be offered and meeting lists and literature will be available. There are also a group of people in detox who have relapsed after they stopped coming to NA
meetings. My intention is to reach
those with the desire to stay clean
and to remind them that going to
meetings really works.

My enthusiasm for promoting H&I subcommittee service during the Secretary Report may be
misinterpreted as arrogance or
looking for special recognition by
those who are misinformed or
confused about this. I know that
my enthusiasm for service should
be no secret and whether it’s
cause and effect or not, I am
proud to say that at the time of
this writing all the rehab and detox
commitments in the WQ H&I subcommittee are filled. I love H&I. I
can't wait to go to Riker's Island
and bring a clear NA message to
a facility where continuity is needed.

Tradition Three also brings to
light one of the touchstones of our
program that makes H&I service so
inspiring: that when addicts have
the desire to stop using, miracles
will happen. H&I is one commitment
in NA where those types of miracles
do happen. H&I service embodies
our primary purpose spelled out in
our Fifth Tradition - that our message
is hope and our promise is freedom
from active addiction – that any
addict can stop using drugs, lose
the desire to use and to find a new
way of life. It's the hardest job you'll
ever love.

Our subcommittee meets
the second Tuesday of every
month at the church of the Good
Shepard, 30th Road and Crescent
St. @7:30 pm - come on down
and get involved!

The subcommittee meetings
bring Western Queens H&I panel
leaders together to report on the
status of the commitments and it’s a
great feeling to see how many of us
operate in the trenches of NA service. Showing up to subcommittee
meetings lets me see that there is a
secondary bond between those of
us who show up to do NA service
outside the regular meetings.
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Reaching Addicts
With
Additional Needs
My name is Philippe and I'm
an addict. My clean date is July 3,
2013. What attracted me to NA were
the words of the First Step - We admitted that we were powerless over
our addiction and that our lives had
become unmanageable.
By surrendering to the fact
that I am an addict, I had to come to
terms with the wreckage of my past,
including the devastation I had done
to myself throughout my using.
Since surrendering, I am in a better
place of acceptance so I strive to
make amends to my body; it's suggested that we have a thorough
physical examination in the first year
of recovery. In doing so, I found out
that I needed bi-lateral hip replacements. As a result, my first hip surgery was done July 25, 2013. The
surgery left me debilitated and I now
had to consider how to go about
evaluating meeting places for accessibility. If at any time I thought
I had an excuse not to make it to
meetings, what I realized instead
was that I needed more information on how to go about accomplishing this task. I also had
to prepare myself for the attitudes
and behaviors of fellow members
when I asked for help.
When I first had the surgery,
I knew from memory and Going up
and down stair cases with from habit
the meetings that relied on stair cases primarily. A walker gave me a
window into how our other members in this situation either temporarily or permanently need
some form of assistance to do
what most of us take for granted. I
also noticed that reaching out at
meetings is not just limited to the
newcomer. There were those fellow
addicts who were willing to reach out
and provide assistance or offer a
ride, not just to me, but to those in

Chronic Relapser
to stay away from the old ideas
and attitudes that kept getting
me into trouble. One old idea
that I kept telling myself was
that no one wanted to hear from
me on the phone. I found that
even if I just called to ask,
“What meeting are you making
today?” I could reach out and
talk to people to get out of my
own head.
Another old idea I had
was the fear that I would never
feel better again or be able to
function successfully at work
like I did in the past. When I
stayed in the meeting instead
of inside my own head, or going in and out to smoke, I was
able to listen and focus on
the message of other members sharing that it does get
better.
My ego also told me
that I didn’t need to reach out
to anybody newer than myself to make meetings with or
to take on a service commit-

recovery who are restricted from
access to certain meetings. What
I realized was after my surgery
was how limited the meetings with
wheel chair access were in my
area and in other places where I
had been doing service.
While I realized was that this did
not disqualify me from doing service, I had to get creative in ways
I could do service. For example,
could volunteer on the helpline. I
could consciously reach out and
use the phone to call newer members and members in general as a
part of ways I could consider how
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(continued from page 1)

ment right away. But the more I
noticed members who were taking
suggestions were not using, and
were doing service were staying
clean and they were coming back to
life..
I also started to recognize
that I needed to look at some of my
attitudes and behaviors so I could
participate in actively changing
them.
I had started to doubt my
own ability to make myself available
to anyone again. I needed to drop
the attitude that I was too old, or
too cool or too beat down to
make a newcomer feel welcome
in my home group, accompany
them to a meeting to show some
enthusiasm for recovery when
I’m at a meeting. I had to change
my attitude that I had nothing to
offer and that sharing with fellow
addicts is a basic tool that will
strengthen my recovery—even if
the experience of my pain helps
just one person.
Anonymous

I could best serve NA. Having he
willingness to help others and in
continuing to fulfill my commitments to help others is important
for me to stay out of my own
head, not to feel sorry for myself
and to inspire others to step up
and to confront my willingness
and to be a power of example to
others. What also comes to mind
is how my service as a GSR was
curtailed because of my ability to
maneuver the staircases.

(continued on page 7)
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Keeping It Simple

A basic breakdown of the 6 motions in the 2014 CAR:
Motion 1: To approve the draft contained in Addendum A as IP #29,

-Translation: To approve the Introduction to NA Meetings as an IP and not just a service pamphlet used mostly by PI (PR). Questions: Wouldn’t this
motion give the World Board permission to write service literature? Should the world board be writing our literature at all? How do we consider an
Introduction to NA service literature when it’s written by professionals? If the Board can overstep their bounds, where does it end?
Yes = I like the draft, ok to publish
No = I don't like the draft, do not publish as it is

Motion 2: To adopt the following as WSC policy: “Seating at the biennial meeting of the WSC is limited to one delegate per
region.”

-Translation: Alternate RD's will no longer be part of the World Service Conference. Questions: Should the world board be dictating to our groups
who can participate? How can mentoring of our RDs happen when they can’t attend the world conference?
Yes = No more RDA's at the WSC
No more RDA's at the WSC / No = RDA's will remain at the WSC

Motion 3: To adopt the following as WSC policy: “The World Service Conference does not automatically fund attendance of
delegates. Delegates from regions that are unable to fully fund themselves may request funding from the World Board.”

-Translation: Delegates will pay their own way if possible. Questions: Isn’t voice and active participation more important than the ability to pay? Isn’t
the Region’s voice less important than ability to pay? Should ability to pay be a way to determine effective leaders? How will ability to pay be determined?
Yes = If possible, the region will pay for their delegate's WSC expenses (as some already do)
No = Delegates will continue to be funded by the WSC/Fellowship

Motion 4: To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains group support forums: discussion
-oriented gatherings focused on the needs of the group.

- Translation: Being that there is no clear action defined it is hard to translate this motion. We are left with a motion that implies action but with no
clear indication of what impact this will have (action vs no action). To move in the direction of implies action but when asked the World Board denies
any policy making changes are asked for in this CAR therefore 2/3 majority is not necessary. Ques ons: Is the Fellowship moving to dissolve areas

and Regions and replace them with GSU's and LSU's? If we agree in principle does this mean yes to dissolve? If a Region decides not be partici‐
pate in the SSP will they become eliminated from the voting process and be unseated?
Yes = Agree with GSF/GSU portion of the SSP*
No = Do not agree to the GSF/GSU portion of the SSP*

Motion 5: To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains local service conferences: strategic service-oriented planning conferences.

- Translation: Being that there is no clear action defined it is hard to translate what we are agreeing to in this motion. Question: How can we agree
to dissolve areas and replace with LSU's if we are not clear what this means? Will our current Guide to Local Services be dissolved as well? How do we
hold work groups accountable when they can be dissolved at any point?
Yes = Agree with the LSC/LSU portion of the SSP*
No = Do not agree with the LSC/LSU portion of the SSP*

Motion 6: To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains local service boards: a body overseen by the local service conference that administers the work prioritized by the LSC.

- Translation: There is no clear action defined. Questions: Can we assume that Instead of our ASC and RSC's administrative body, we would instead
adopt a Local Service Board that will administer the service delivery of the LSC. Would world services continue to have a blank check to spend on pro‐
moting this service system when we have no way to tell what’s working and what’s not?
Yes = Agree with the LSB portion of the SSP*
No = Do not agree with the LSB portion of the SSP*

*Something to consider: To approve any part of the SSP may well be considered an approval of “moving forward” towards a
new service system in general.
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My Home Group, Group Conscience and The CAR Report
By Brownie

When I go into my home group
with the spirit of giving that's when I
receive. Nobody judges me in my home
group. The worse feeling I had when I
was using was hopelessness, helplessness and worthlessness - my home
group rejuvenates my will to live. I
remain visible and available at my
home group.

When I see my home group
starting to erode, I start staying and
pitching in. A strong group fortifies the
member's resolve so we're constantly
taking inventory at our business meetings. Are newcomers made to feel
welcome at our home group?
When we start to focus on the
group and not the personalities of
the group, I take my own inventory in the inventory process. I ask
myself, when was the last time
that I walked up to a newcomer
and introduced myself? Our structure should be one of service not government. NA is a spiritual fellowship.
When we care if people are lifted from
hopeless and desperation addicts get
clean. Prestige, politics is government.
When we keep a simple focus on spiritually uplifting our members then we
remain focused on service.

The spiritual essence of NA is
giving. My strength lies in who I am.
There is a difference between a group
and a meeting. A meeting is an event
and group is an entity -it takes people
that show up care, show community
and have compassion about the addict
who still suffers. If there is a problem I
want to see it get straightened out. I
have a voice in my home group. We
welcome people. We stay unified we
help people.
What I love about being in a
business meeting is that I get to say
what I think about what goes on in NA.
One of the hallmarks of NA is active participation. Before we came
to NA, society didn’t care or want
to know what addicts thought
about anything. Addicts have been
conditioned by our experience from
counselors, treatment centers and institutions to have no input or participation
in our own recovery. When we take a
group inventory, a heightened spiritual
sensitivity towards the newcomers is
reached without telling each other what

In The Guide to Local Service
taking a Group Inventory is suggested.
It reveals if we're focused on our primary purpose 1) How are members and newcomers
treated when they walk into this group?
2) What are we using our finances for?
Do our finances support and maintain
the services we set up on the area level?
3) We take into account our resources
at the group level: ideas, group conscience, and money.
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to do. Each member should be allowed to fully participate. A good
business meeting is careful about
eliminating anyone in decision
making and group conscience.
This concept is a leveler because
no one person knows what to do
all the time - the newcomer
should be encouraged to participate. This brings fresh perspectives,
new ideas and sparks the continued
enthusiasm of the newcomer to participate. We become conditioned to
doing the same thing over and over
again and we lack vision. Jimmy Kinnon, the founder of the NA we know
today, was a visionary; he was a free
thinker. The normal reaction is that
we don't need input from the newcomer because we know what we're
doing. Newcomers are not inhibited
by thinking that they have time and
they have a preference over anybody.
Clear and honest communication
builds trust of those people that are
supporting us – and members want to
get involved and belong because they
have participated in the outcome.
Why don't we ever ask people
in business meetings why they didn't
vote for that motion? It’s like you lost
- who cares? Sometimes the lone
voice is the voice that guides us the
right way and it’s important to reveal
information that may give the group
the guidance it needs to reconsider an
outcome.
(continued page six)

(continued from page 5)
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My Home Group, Group Conscience and The CAR Report
Group conscience is the spiritual
means with which we invite a loving
god -- group conscience is not voting
- a 7-5 vote on a motion means 5
people still disagree. When people
abstain from voting they may need
more information or are silenced by
the atmosphere of the group from
speaking out. When we make it so
that we quiet that lone voice by fear
and intimidation and you get lynched
mobbed at a group business meeting
or the area, we're in big trouble.

lost our voice through non participation. Read the NA Way Magazine, the CAR and what follow
what goes on in NA. I think that the
message has become so altered
that I fear for the newcomer.

One way that I think our message
has become altered is the focus on
doing service in NA subcommittees
has changed from carrying the message of what our services are about
– carrying the message of existence
and availability of N.A. to the stillIf instead, when each per- suffering addict in the community
son introspects on their own part and focusing on providing local serin considering a motion, and
vices to groups from the area to
shares on it from the perspective more of a “speaking culture” with
of what is good for the group as a the focus more on prestige, anniwhole, then a heightened spiritu- versaries and parties. Over the last
al awareness of what to do is
decade, the newcomer has gotten
reached. Unanimity is reached when the idea that carrying the message
there is no denying what the right
means listening to a speaker or bething to do is. After reasons have
ing a speaker at a meeting or
been exhausted through a group’s
speaker-focused event – like a
decision, we need to surrender and
speaker jam or convention.
accept and support that decision. I
As an NA member, being involved
then need to step up and support the
in discussions like how have we falldecision. The solution of the problem
en short in our responsibility to suplies with our decision to support the
port our subcommittee services offiservice structure we created. And
cially adopted in the Guide to Local
world services recognized that the
Services (GTLS) 1997, should be
best people to decide how to provide
exactly why we should be interestlocal services are the people who proed in being informed and voicing
vide them.
our views about the CAR report.
If you're new to the CAR reNot only that, our dollar that we put
port –don’t dismiss what’s in there
in the basket and the funds we conwith a minimum of concern. I don't
tribute directly to world services
get the feeling that they care what we requires that we give our direction
think in the CAR report. It is an un- to how that money is spent on isheard privilege for an addict to
sues discussed in the CAR. Even
say what they think. If we don’t' when we put our money in a hole in
say what we think, become inthe wall in blind faith, we still had
formed and vote that way, we've expectations about what we were
going to get.
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Conference Agenda Report
(The CAR) is a publication of
business and issues presented in
the form of Motions and Proposals (released for review in
November) to be considered
during the World Service Annual Meeting that upcoming
April. Each motion is numbered
consecutively and includes a financial and policy impact statement. The WSC refers and
makes voting recommendations for Regional Delegates.
Our GSR’s have between November and April to review
the proposed projects and topics
up for the discussion at the

World Service Conference
which meets every two years in
April, explain it to us at our business meetings and then prepare
to take the conscience of our
groups to vote as a whole at area. Our Regional Delegates then
carry our conscience to the WSC.
(The NA.org website has current
and archived versions of the
CAR.)
A GSR is the cogwheel of communication between the group and
the area service committee, it’s
important that we give that position to members who can let us
know what the fuck is going on.
Service positions are not meant
to be a reach out to inexperi-

(continued on page 7

(con

nued from page 6)

inexperienced people. Leaders
should know that they have to ask

My Home Group,
Group Conscience
and The CAR

other people. Leaders take the time
to teach the newcomers the NA way
- even to make coffee. At my
home group we make time for
the GRS to give separate workshops on the CAR motions so
that the members can freely
and openly discuss how to direct our fellowship in the
spending of our donations and
our funds as a whole. Leaders in

(continued from page 3)

NA are any addict that helps anoth-

Reaching Addicts

er addict to achieve our primary
purpose.
In my home group we have
a Guide to Local Service. We use it
to consider how we can improve
our primary purpose as it relates to
our group and our area’s subcommittee services. Accountability to
what’s going on in NA as a
whole starts with our group
holding our GSR accountable to
bring us back the information
we need to make informed decisions and we encourage our GSR
to ask for help and support if they
need to explain information they
may not fully understand. After I’ve
asked my group’s GSR’s questions
in a loving, caring way, I next ask
myself, “What have I done to find
out for myself, ask questions, discuss and go to workshops on the
CAR?” My personal recovery depends on NA unity.

With
Additional Needs
What upset me most
was that asking for help with stairs
and a walker was just as difficult
sometimes more difficult than asking for help about staying clean
at a meeting. Sometimes people
rushed by and paid no mind and
other times people did offer help
and my pride took over and I refused or avoided that place.
It was actually at my
home group’s business meeting
that I learned about the Additional Needs Subcommittee at a
presentation about the United
States Service Conference. I was
able to glance through the Additional Needs Handbook and discovered that for those in recovery
who are physically impaired either in wheelchair or who use
walkers, there had been resource
information that was compiled by
and available to the Fellowship on
the NAWS website prior to 1999
7
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when national subcommittee
services were dismantled. There
were some great suggestions
and factors compiled for addicts in wheelchairs/walkers.
There were also hints I could
bring up at the next business
meeting on how the group, individuals or area could reach
out to individuals like me. I was
also able to review this handbook on their website
USSCNA.org. I also learned that
when doing conventions, E&A
events and subcommittees can
consider Additional Needs Subcommittee services that impact
more of our members in our area currently and in the future.
In the section on Other
Barriers To Recovery, I was also
able to take may own inventory
about ways I could ask for assistance and help from members
in the group and to respond in
ways that didn’t diminish my
dignity. All of this served to
make me more sensitive to addicts who attend meetings with
additional needs who are hearing or sight impaired as well.
As addicts in recovery
grow older, and life on life terms
heath issues kick in, it occurs to
me that subcommittees like Additional Needs become more
relevant to our Fellowship as a
whole, not less. My next surgery
upcoming is in February and I
have a better perspective on
my approach to meetings, service and reaching out to others
to request assistance.
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Date: January 28, 2014 at 12:10:30 PM CST
Subject: New Post/Thread Notification: Group Conscience (Delegation,
Group Conscience, Accountability
Forum of WSC Participants Discussion Area (rev2012) under the title of
Ineffective Communication, Apathy or Delegation?.
Originally Posted by *Mukam*
We too often want to rely on our groups making decisions we cannot adequately educate them to
make. Just think about the difficulty of coming to grips with the SSP proposals despite having been the recipient of the
original documents and presentation, the original workshops, one or two zonal presentations and discussions. If becoming an informed participant is challenging under these circumstances, what must it be like for a Homegroup member asked to make a judgment after a brief description by a struggling GSR?
We must stop pretending our home groups can do, indeed must do, what they cannot generally do. That reminds me too much of thinking I had to control my drug use. To 'control' my using I had to have certain information.
The information I needed was that I was an addict. But, the information that I was an addict wasn't something that
could be easily shared with me. It wasn't 'just information' in that sense. I wasn't going to 'control' a situation I didn't
understand. So, the information I needed was understanding, not data. Until I understood my situation I was powerless.

Patricia H. posted in the Collaboration: Principles before Personalities forum of WSC Participants
Discussion Area (rev2012)
This particular moratorium seems to have been used as a kind of hostage taking mechanism. The manufactured crisis of an
overwhelmed WSC due to lack of space is a Trojan horse. During our WB CAR ready proposal call that wasn't, I specifically
asked how many seating requests there were this WSC. Jim said there were only 3, when I asked you, Jackie, you said your
region was not one of them.
We have GOT to get past the mindset that the WB directs services and the agenda. When we accept that mindset it becomes reality...sort of like calling yourself a chronic relapser, self-fulfilled prophecy.
The groups delegate to the service structure the authority to carry out the group's business, yes, but that does not mean we
abdicate our role in directing services.
The seating moratorium should end. If the WSC needs more space we move. I know when our groups get to large we find a
bigger facility, we don't tell addicts to stay home.

S. Mccarthy posted in
the WSC 2014 forum of WSC Participants Discussion Area (rev2012) under the
title of Regional Proposals for the CAR.
ABCD also asked for a moratorium for one more conference cycle. Our members are very confused by the SSP. They
do not understand it. The moratorium was to avoid motions like the ones that appear in the CAR this cycle. We agree
that no Region should tell another how to operate and that WSC and WB should stay out of Regional or Area
or group affairs except in an advisory capacity.
In fact, as I have stated numerous times, many members here feel that the SSP is other regions telling us how to run
services. In fact, as we all know, the SSP is ultimately tied to regional recognition on the WSC floor. If my region
chooses to stay intact, and not follow the SSP model, we will become an unseated Region. There are a multitude of reasons why we choose to be a Region which I have laid out in prior posts. Most members feel that if we voted
on the SSP as an alternate to the current structure, there would be no problem. WSC would be out of local affairs and
we would untie the SSP from regional recognition at WSC. Or, as one of our proposals suggested, we could untie the
issues by allowing currently seated Regions to retain their seats regardless of which Regions chose the SSP model.
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Fortunate Enough To Visit
My name is Ambab and I'm an addict who came to the Western Queens
Area while I was visiting America for
several weeks in December of 2013.
My(continued
clean time is from
5 yearspage
and11
5)
months. I'm from Bangladesh. When I
first came to visit the United States I
was not familiar with the idea that there
are so many meetings available in the
morning, evening and all days of the
week. The meetings are mostly the
same as they are back home in India. I
went to six meetings while I was here in
New York including Day By Day in
Woodside and I noticed the same
things I would expect from an NA home
group back home. I was welcomed with
a warm hug at every meeting I visited.
While I was here I attended the Bergen
Area Convention this past New Year’s
and I was one of the speakers for the
meeting New Way of Life at 1am. My
friend Mark took me and my wife. It was
an awesome experience. In my country
when we do cleantime countdowns,
those members have to go into the middle of the circle for one minute with music. That is the only difference I observed.
My home group's name is Nnesha. In my area we have now 12
groups. In the whole country we have
17 NA groups and two areas. This year
I am elected the H&I subcommittee
chair. Previously I was our Area secretary DASB.
Six years ago, my physical and
mental condition was not good. There
are so many people where I live who
are still using. In my country any kind of
drug -heroin, marijuana, and alcohol is
available. I took so many injections that
my veins are collapsed. I tried to give
blood and they refused me. I realized
that I had to go to the treatment center
because I didn't want to use anymore I
spent 18 days in a detox facility. I did
not hear of NA in the detox because
there was no H&I. I heard of NA
through a rehab center 150 miles from
my home. When I first heard of NA I
was curious. A friend in my town asked
me if I wanted to make an NA meeting.
It was only by taking a four hour drive
that I could make the closest meeting
near my home. I went there every
week. If I had the urge to use those
people helped me a lot.

Five years ago there were only
5 meetings in my town. I started to go to
meetings regularly and I started to participate in my home group. Shortly afterwards I went to an NA campout. The
campout was held in a hillside area. Five
groups formed a campout committee
and rented a facility. Each group provided one member. From that campout we
created our area. There were two members that had experience with participating in conventions outside our area.
I was involved when our H&I committee formed and I became Vice Chair.
We created workshops we had help
started from the subcommittee from
NAWS and Asia Pacific Forum. In 2011,
APF sent a fellowship development
team of four people - Paulo was from
the Philippines, Joydip was from India,
one member was from Iran, NAWS and
APF sent literature, and handbooks. We
did a few H&I workshops by ourselves.
We build our own H&I Guidebooks.
The first time our literature was
donated to us in English. We are responsible for translating our own literature the Bangli language. It was tremendously helpful to us. I remember that
first presentation. We started by asking
the owners of the facility and they gave
us an opportunity to do presentations
once a month. Now we have permission
to do presentations at 12 treatment centers. In India we have many members
who are willing to do meetings but few
members who are willing and educated
to do H&I presentations. We do trainings
by ourselves we conduct trainings to
build up our members. Now there are
many many members in NA where I live.
In 2012 we hosted our first convention.
This February we will do our second
convention. Dacna II. We are expecting
NAWS to send a team to our convention
to discuss our literature translation.
There are two different dialects of Bangla - Indian Bangla and Bangladeshi
Bangla. Shane is coming from NAWS
and a committee from India is coming to
determine one Bangla language. Our
nation is the only one in the world that
has fought for our mother language. As
a result, in 1952 Pakistan agreed that
the mother language would be Bangla. If
NAWS is unwilling to support our literature translations then we will have to
think differently about fundraising and
publishing our own literature. The whole
9

service committee members are
from Bangladeshi from the very beginning. As a result our fellowship is
very strong, passionate and bonded.
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Submission Guidelines

Send in your experience in recovery, your
views on NA matters.
The opinions expressed
herein are not to be
attributed to NA as a
whole, nor does the
publication of any article imply endorsement by Narcotics

From the Editor
We are truly a worldwide fellowship. NA is ever evolving and adapting to meet the
needs of newcomers of the 21st Century, younger more technosavy, more diverse
and still the most important persons in our meetings!
What values guide us in supporting our fellowship? What issues concern us in pre‐
serving the stability of our fellowship? Does the use of technology play a role in at‐
traction rather than promotion of our message? Does adoption of the Service System
Project encourage our fellowship to become more excited about local service or does
its language in its present form confuse, alienate and frighten our members? Com‐
munication and discussion of new ideas aids in our personal understanding and ulti‐
mately our recovery. Practicing open mindedness, as it states in the 12 Traditions,
often comes slowly over a period of time. We invite you to pick up this newsletter,
bring us new information, talk to members and take it to various groups.!

Anonymous. All manuscripts
are subject to a review and editing process. We look for tone that reflects a spirit of unity and enthusiasm for recovery .
Edits are made in keeping with NA’s
understanding of the Twelve Steps, Traditions and Concepts, and language such
as “clean” “recovery” and “addict” .
Author’s first names and last initial are
printed , unless the author submits as
“Anonymous” . 1000 word maximum.

We Need to Hear From You
These questions, your feedback, ideas and valuable insight is needed to make
this publication relevant to each of our members. Frontline welcomes letters
from all readers. Letters to the editor can respond to any article that has ap‐
peared or can simply be a viewpoint about an issue of concern in the NA Fel‐
lowship. We are also looking artists who can draw cartoon strips.

Next Deadline for article submission

To submit articles contact Wilvena G.
Editor Western Queens Newsletter

is March 19th, 2014

You can submit articles about anything NA related!
http://
www.westernqueensna.org/

Text, Call, Leave message a er sending ar cle
646‐623‐6816
wilvenawilvena@aol.com
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